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Through storytelling, Meaningful Retirement inspires and entertains, while presenting 'a one more chance'

philosophy that could, if we so choose, be available to each of us...a chance to follow our heart's desire

and live out our days in a truly meaningfu 7 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook, SPOKEN WORD:

With Music Details: Fables and Fairy Tales for the Modern World Tales to Restore the Soul, Empower the

Heart and Heal the Spirit Volume 1 By Judee Regan These stories and fairy tales by Judee Regan are

written from the deep well of inspiration to bring you the gift of reconnecting to who you are, dreams you

may have forgotten and ways of being that have been lost in the rush of life. Not just stories in the

ordinary sense, Judee Regan , Intuitive Life Coach, gives you tools for awareness about our patterns and

processes, what drives us and what feeds our spirit. These stories assist you in observing the patterns

and processes that got you here, and allows each of us to move forward toward greater wholeness,

authenticity and certainty of purpose. Judee Regan is an intuitive Business Consultant, an engaging

Speaker, a wise Elder, a gifted Storyteller and Author of the book 'Meaningful Work...the Entrepreneurial

Way: Your integrated guide to Career and Personal Life Management' as well as book publications in

electronic form and informational CDs. Judee champions taking responsibility for your own life through

action, contribution and Work-Life wholeness and well-being through awareness, vision, and choice.

Learn more about her philosophy and her services at worldofwork. She has had her own consulting

business for over thirty-five years. During that time, she has designed, developed and managed the

process of transition in a wide variety of professional applications. These include executive-level

mediation; facilitation of labor/management teams in guiding employees through organizational

downsizing; and acquisition of over $3 million in funds in the last fifteen years, which was used in the

design, development and implementation of work-related transition programs. Judee has lived the
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principles she writes and speaks about and is now focused on communicating these principles to others.

Throughout her career, Judee's expertise has been enhanced and enriched by her extensive and varied

experience with corporate, public sector and private sector clients. World of Work Inc. is an

entrepreneurial outgrowth of her expertise and is dedicated to facilitating the individual's capacity to find

meaning and balance in their Work-Life. A mother of three and grandmother of four, Judee, for many

years, has been committed to building a Highway of Hope. She has a special ability to shed light with her

creative spark, and to ignite initiative with her strength of will and her purposeful understanding of

process. From the outset you know she is enthusiastic and alive.
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